Warfare from the Bedroom
Song of Sol. 3:6-8

“It’s time for an upgrade”

- Here is why I say this:
  1) Solomon represents the type shadow of Jesus Christ.
  2) The woman in this text represents the church.
  3) The soldiers represents God’s angelic force that is released into action when the church begins to pray.
  4) The palanquin bed represents your designated place for prayer every day. It represents the most important place for every believer because this traveling car palanquin bed is where Jesus gives all instructions for love and warfare to you and I personally.
  5) The wilderness represents your dimensional shifting relationally.

- The woman is leaving her father’s house.
- She’s leaving her old identity for a new identity
- This bridal car is also called a nuptial chariot or chamber. It denotes an intimate exchange between the groom and the bride. She is shifting dimensionally from her father’s house to her husband’s place in this travelling bed. This bed is mobile. (Put up image of both travelling beds)

You cannot transition dimensionally in relationship love without the nuptial chariot palanquin bed.

- Because this represents a specific attitude you and I must have concerning prayer when in warfare and reaching lost souls.
- You cannot skip this palanquin bed and keep trying to live your life everyday with yesterday’s self-image.
- The wilderness is a dry desolate and lonely place without the daily renewing of palanquin bed love that dictates how and when and who I should be fighting.
- Every day you and I are met with new fears beyond our resources and abilities.
  - The bridal car is a love attitude of prayer where the groom Jesus Christ gives you tangible help for dealing with the impossible.
  - For dealing with difficult people
  - The bridal car is a safe house, it’s a panic room, and it’s a room. The bridal car is a traffic control center.
  - This means running every day to this kind of praying in order to learn how to trust God for being intimate with others.
  - God is shifting you dimensionally to talk to Him differently in prayer.
    Why is this all important?
  - Because some of us want to serve Jesus without getting into Solomon’s nuptial chariot.
This bridal car represents 4 purposes for prayer

1) **Releasing and speaking grace for Jesus our groom to change us into his character.** To teach us how to be intimate with Him in the middle of our battles and warfare.

2) **Releasing and speaking grace for our families from this bed.** It’s warfare from the bedroom. For our children to be saved. For our marriage to experience this travelling bed. For this spirit from the palanquin bed grow our home relationships.

3) **Releasing and speaking grace.** – towards our saints
   a) Reconciliation
   b) Long suffering for one another
   c) To be accountable with one another
   d) That God would heal and restore our backsliders.

4) **The 4th purpose of prayer is - Releasing and speaking grace over lost souls – people we work with and go to school with.**
   These 4 prayers begin in the travelling car – and not by your spiritual talent and cultural refinement. It’s warfare from the bedroom but first I got to accept my dimensional shift of relational love and start practicing palanquin bed praying.

   You know why?

   There is another reason why God wants you to hear this thought. Read Song of Sol. 3:9-10.

   The tabernacle of Moses is a prayer instrument that fits inside the palanquin bed.

   1. It’s shaped like a man
   2. Each piece of furniture was designed for intimacy as a prayer place that produces warfare.
      • So you will pray God’s perspective of love when you pray for people.
      • God wants you to be intimate with Him on his terms and conditions and not yours.

   Ez. 23:17 – This represents coming to God in prayer every day through the brazen altar.
   a) Or by the humility of fear of God in worship and repentance.
   b) The Babylonians here is our carnality and worldliness – our stubbornness and pride to change
   c) This brazen altar here is a defiled bed that burns up our issues.
   d) This brazen altar is a part of the travelling bed.
   e) It’s the first piece of furniture because you need love and grace to meet you first in prayer. Read Ps. 4:4 AMP.
      This is the brazen altar in the palanquin bed.
   f) Where you focus on grace and love to prepare you for warfare in intimate relationships.
   g) This grace and love kills fear at the brazen altar of the palanquin bed like Adam and Eve, when God gave them coats of skin. God killed an animal to become intimate with Adam and Eve because their sin brought fear and shame and nakedness or withdrawal from God.
   h) The brazen altar of the palanquin bed by prayer gives us the desire to trust God for being intimate with others because we claim the power of His blood and grace to forgive us so we can love people.
i) The brazen altar of the palanquin bed burns up worldly conformity
j) It renews our humility and fear of the Lord.

There are 8 pieces of furniture in this palanquin bed of Moses tabernacle.

1) Brazen altar
2) Bronze laver Job 7:13 – God’s love by his word changes the conscience.
3) 4 pillars – represents the 4 levels of wealth
4) Lamp stand – 2 Kings 4:10 His love opens your eyes to see what you need to work on
5) Table of show bread 1 Sam 28:23-25 eating love for personal restoration
6) Altar of incense – Ez. 23:41 This is intercession and releasing the 60 guards to fight
7) Veil to the Holy of Holies
8) Ark of the covenant – Ps. 149:5, Ester 7:8, Ps. 41:3, Is. 57:2, Luke 5:18, Mark 2:11-12
   • Apostolic power released
   • Demonstration of the Apostles doctrine
   • Healing and deliverance

Closing
The marriage bed is undefiled
• Yet familiar spirits have never been separated from some of our intimate thinking in friendships.
• I have 60 soldiers to help me through the wilderness.
• But warfare comes out of the bedroom of prayer first.